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OFFICIAL RELEASE DATE: 1st June
Over the course of the year, singer-songwriter Tender Glue has released 3 singles leading
up to the Closet Leftovers album release and is now set to release the fourth and final single
Lights Out on Friday 1st June.
The person behind the New York City based alternative folk artist Tender Glue is Tom
Gluewicki, who created his own label ‘Don’t Label Me Records’ - a label with the main
focus of building an integrated and like-minded artist community. After moving from

Brooklyn to a studio apartment in Manhattan, Tom saw this closet in the apartment and
immediately envisioned making a little recording studio. It was at that point he decided the
album was going to be called "Closet Leftovers".
During the writing process of this last single Lights Out, Tom explains how he was
strumming the same unusual chords pattern that he had already used for 2 other songs. He
then started singing, "Yes I know, it may sound the same, but each of one is different face",
as he realized the song had the same sound but was written at a different time. This single,
as Tom describes, ended up being about a recollection of past days and experiencing life
together until our lights go out. Along with his other songs, this track was recorded in the
closet of Tom’s studio apartment, concluding the last of the four singles released from the
album.
Lights Out is set to be released via Tom’s independent record label Don’t Label Me
Records on Friday 1st June, and will be available to stream and download via all major
digital platforms. The single is taken from his forthcoming album Closet Leftovers, which is
set for release in the fall of 2018.
LIGHTS OUT
Remember how
We used to jump the shades
Such a joy
In the gravity play
Yes I know
It may sound the same
But each of one
Is different face
On the mountain top
Cause you know the place
I’ll meet you up
But we can rearrange
Yes I know
It may sound the same
But each of one
Is different face
Lights out may help
Cause lights out are the best
With you
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